The Campus is indeed being improved. The road on top of the Hill has been torn up since the middle of the summer on account of the excavation for the new concrete pavement. The 2150 ft. now under construction is at the junction of Oread Ave. and Fourteenth St., and extends from the north side of Fraser Hall and the west end of Green Hall to the north side of Spooner Library.

To pay for this beginning, the Board of Administration approved the use of a small amount of money, with the hope that after the start was made they could influence the Legislature to make regular appropriations for the purpose. It is thought that the Mississippi St. approach will be the next to receive passing attention.

The pavement is built of concrete, 8 in. deep, on an earth base, reinforced with round rods horizontally. At some future time, it is to be hoped that the surface can be covered with sheet asphalt. Superintendent John M. Shea is supervising the work by day labor, and Professor W. C. McNown is the engineer in charge.